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	With the millions of apps in the crowded Apple iTunes App Store, it can be difficult to get your apps noticed. How can you make your app stand out from the crowd and get it the reviews it deserves? 
	
	iOS Wow Factor shows you how to get noticed! It explains how to go beyond the basics and where to "break the rules" to give your users a "wow" experience! You'll learn to use standard controls, as well as to create non-standard controls and high-impact custom interactions to realize truly compelling app designs.
	
	Get grounded in Apple's Human Interface Guidelines (HIG) so that you can appreciate all its wisdom. From that excellent foundation, move beyond the HIG and learn how to ensure that all your apps have that "wow" factor. Learn all about user experience (UX) design techniques, with and beyond Apple's HIG, and how to move your apps out of mundane design and into innovative user experiences. Examine the characteristics and constraints of the iOS platform and how to leverage its strengths to maximum effect in your apps.
	
	iOS Wow Factor explains what makes a successful mobile app design, and how to apply those principles of success to your own apps. Once you get the iOS Wow Factor into your apps, you can watch your app adoption rate increase and gain the traction it needs to succeed and earn a profit in the Apple iTunes App Store.
	
	Find out everything you'll need to "wow" your future customers!


	What you’ll learn

	
		The purpose and uses of the Apple iOS Human Interface Guidelines (HIG), and what it means to you as an app designer or developer
	
		How to move beyond the recommendations and guidelines of HIG and considerations for creating a successful app
	
		Techniques and methods for creating compelling apps that are easy to use, entertaining and noticeable in a crowded marketplace
	
		How to design for a capacitive touchscreen
	
		Interaction design best practices
	
		How to create a successful mobile app and user experience (UX)



	Who this book is for


	Anyone looking to move beyond the basics of iOS application design to create an application with a "wow" factor!


	Table of Contents

	
		Putting the iOS Human Interface Guidelines in Context
	
		Deconstructing the iOS User Experience
	
		User Experience Differentiation and Strategy
	
		The Killer App
	
		Leveraging iOS Capability for Optimal User Experience 
	
		Interaction Modeling and Creation of Novel Concepts
	
		Control Mapping and Touchscreen Ergonomics
	
		Ease of Use and Feature Automation
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Managing Multimedia SemanticsIRM Press, 2005
Managing multimedia semantics is a complex task because content creators and archivists describe and interpret semantics associated with the multimedia content in several ways, depending on the context and use of the information. Disciplines such as computer vision and pattern recognition, multimedia database management and modeling, and film...
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Office 2011 for Mac For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2011

	You made the right choice twice: Office 2011 for Mac and this book.


	Take a deep breath and get ready to have a rollicking good time. That’s
	right — this is a computer book, but it’s fun. What a concept! Whether you’re
	brand-spanking new to the Office suite or a grizzled old Office veteran, I guarantee...
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Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider: How to Unleash the Full Potential of Your Global WorkforceApress, 2014

	Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider teaches executives and managers of organizations how to unleash the full potential of their outsourced IT services workforce and IT-enabled business processes safely and profitably. Drawing on two decades of experience managing client relationships for global IT services companies,...
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Just Enough SAS: A QuickStart Guide to SAS for EngineersSAS Institute, 2009

	SAS is not difficult to learn, but it is a lot to learn. There are so many different SAS products,
	procedures, and options that it’s difficult to know where to start, and it’s easy to invest a lot of
	time in learning before you reach the point of being able to use SAS effectively to do really useful
	work.


	The...
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Nanotechnology and Human HealthCRC Press, 2013

	Addressing medium- and long-term expectations for human health, this book reviews current scientific and technical developments in nanotechnology for biomedical, agrofood, and environmental applications. This collection of perspectives on the ethical, legal, and societal implications of bionanotechnology provides unique insight into...
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Python for Data Science For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2015

	Unleash the power of Python for your data analysis projectswith For Dummies!


	Python is the preferred programming language for data scientistsand combines the best features of Matlab, Mathematica, and R intolibraries specific to data analysis and visualization. Pythonfor Data Science For Dummies shows you how to...
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